What is University Studies – Global Arts, Planning, Design & Construction?

University Studies Degree options at Texas A&M University are offered by each of the colleges, including the College of Architecture. The University Studies Degree format provides students flexibility to create individualized degree plans at Texas A&M. The format also provides additional opportunities for access to courses in colleges that may have restricted admission.

The College of Architecture offers a University Studies Degree. The 25-credit hour architecture concentration is uniquely administered by the college, rather than by a department, and includes coursework in all four college departments.

Graduates with University Studies – Global Arts, Planning, Design & Construction degrees pursue careers in architecture, planning, design and construction related fields such as:

- Construction
- Urban Planning
- Graphic Design
- Interior Design
- Surveying and Mapping
- Geography
- Environmental Science
- Land Development
- Real Estate
- Drafting

Graduates are also prepared to enter graduate school to obtain a professional degree in the fields of:

- Architecture
- Landscape Architecture
- Urban Planning
- Construction Management
- Land & Property Development
- Environmental Engineering

For more information please contact
The University Studies Academic Advisor
T: (979) 845-3941 / E: LANDadvising@arch.tamu.edu